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Gentlemen’s Tonic
Barber Services
The Mayfair Traditional
Wet Shave | - 30 minutes, €30
For the ultimate shaving experience, discover
being shaved by an expert using Gentlemen’s
Tonics’ award-winning products and swathed
in steaming hot towels.
Wet Shave and Prep Facial | - 40 minutes, €56
The skin is cleansed and exfoliated in
preparation for our ultimate wet shave. Then
using the finest ingredients your face is
shaved and swathed in steaming hot towels.
The Luxury Wet Shave (Wet Shave &
Express Facial) | -60 minutes, €70
An Express Facial is added to our
Traditional Wet Shave to expertly cleanse,
exfoliate and hydrate the skin to give you the
most luxurious shaving experience.

Colours
Beard Trim & Design | - €15
Have your beard designed and shaped using
various techniques to create a traditional or
modern style.

Camo Colour/Cover Grey |

Haircut & Express Hand
Treatment | - 50 minutes, €50
Shampoo and conditioning, scalp
massage, haircut and finish, followed by a
hand treatment and hand massage.

Hair Mask Treatment) | - €25

Express Facial | - 30minutes, €50
Great for those short on time but in need
of a little extra hydrating care.
Hair Cut & The Traditional
Wet Shave | -75 minutes, €50
Hair Cut and Styling | - €25
Scalp Shave | - €20.00
Wash and Style | - €15.00
Children’s cut (2-14 years) | - €20

- €25

Full Head Permanent) | - €35
Keratine treatment for Men) | - €100
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Hair & Scalp Treatments
Keratin Smoothing Treatment
Obtain that salon-fresh, sleek and smooth
look everyday with our Nanokeratin treatment.
Perfect for taming frizzy and unruly hair.
Results last up to three months.
Keratin Smoothing
Treatment | - 90 minutes, €180
Keratin Smoothing
Treatment | - 120 minutes, €230
Keratin Smoothing
Treatment | - 150 minutes, €260
Collagen Eye Mask Treatment | €20
Application of our collagen eye mask during
hair or nail services
Intensive Conditioning
Treatment | -10 minutes, €25
Hair is given an extra boost of nutrients,
strengthened and softened in this treatment.
Using the Carol Joy London Beautiful Hair
Mask and Rejuvenating Hair Oil, hair is
restored with moisture and shine.

Intensive Steam Treatment | - 20 minutes, €60
Our products are infused with Nourishing
Steam to allow deeper penetration of the hair
shaft with the active ingredients, leaving hair
replenished and revitalized. The combination
of our Beautiful Hair Mask and Rejuvenating
Hair Oil leaves hair thoroughly conditioned. A
Shiatsu Acupressure scalp massage ensures
that the product is worked well into the hair
and ensures optimum relaxation.

Olaplex | - 60 minutes, €60
Professional salon treatment which rebuilds
broken hair bonds. The Olaplex process
includes a patented active ingredient that
works on a molecular level to seek out broken
bonds in the hair, caused by chemical, thermal, and mechanical damage. Olaplex can
be used to restore compromised hair or can
be added it to another service (e.g colour) to
provide the ultimate breakage insurance.

Royal Scalp & Hair
Treatment | - 45 minutes, €90
The ultimate treatment for hair
nourishment and scalp health. Our Intensive
Steam Treatment using our Beautiful Hair
Mask and Rejuvenating Hair Oil with Shiatsu
Acupressure scalp massage is followed by
the Oxygen Scalp Treatment; a refreshing
sensation after the steam. The Oxygen and
tonic are worked into the scalp with the
fingertips to stimulate the hair follicles.
The combination of treatments results in
improved hair growth and condition.

Extensions		
Price upon consultation with our hair experts.
100% human hair extensions using only the
finest brands.
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Hair Styling, Hair
& Hair Treatments

Bridal Packages

Blow Dry
Blow Dry | - €20 | €25 | €35
Dry Styling | - €20 | €30

Basic package | - €350
Includes Bridal Trial, Wedding Day and Styling
for Photo Shoot.

Styling
Hair Up ) | - €70
Wave - €45

Basic package Without Styling for Photo
Shoot | - €250

Cut
Cut&Blow Dry | - €70.00
Trimming & Blow Dry | - €50
Color
Highlights | - €130 | €170 | €210
Balayage | - € 200
Color Tint | - €60 | €70 | €80
Color Correction | - €350
Color Roots | - €50
Color Fade | - €40
Color Toner | - €35 | €45

Extra package | - €450
Includes Bridal Trial, Wedding Day,
Second Look/Refresh on Wedding Day and
Photo Shoot.
Hair & Make-Up with Expert Artist | - €800
Includes Bridal Trial, Wedding Day, Second
Look/Refresh on Wedding Day and Styling for
Photo Shoot.

